




1. The bride said a)/ that she would

not b)/ marry the man c)/ over thirty

five.d)/ --------(e)

d; Replace “over” with

“above”



2. He has been teaching a)/ in this

school since b)/ several years but

has c)/ never met such a hopeless

class as this. d)/--------(e)

b; Replace “since” with

“for”.



3. Despite of a good a)/ monsoon

this year, the b)/ production of

food grains in the country c)/ did

not go up.d)/ --------(e)

a; Omit “of”



4. Broadly in a layman's language (1) /

disability can be (2) / classified by

two groups (3) / namely mental and

physical. (4) --------(5)

(3) 'classified by two group

की जगह classified in two

groups होगा, जजसका अर्थ होता

ह-ै'दो भागों में जिभाजजत' ।



5. The issues were (1)/ so critical that

they (2)/ could hardly be resolved

(3)/ upon such a limited time. (4)/ --

------(5)

(4) 'upon' ' की जगह 'within होगा such a 

limited time का अर्थ होता ह-ै'इतन ेसीजमत 
समय के अंदर / भीतर' ।



6. Ram is a very good painter (1) / but his

paintings (2) / are not easily (3)/

accessible with the public. (4) --------(5)

(4) 'accessible with' की

जगह 'accessible to' होगा ।



7. He assured me (1) that he should

abide with (2)/my decision in (3) / all

the circumstances. (4) --------(5)

(2) 'that he should abide 

with' की जगह ' that he 

should abide by' होगा ।



8. The Earth can be divided (1)/ to two

parts, (2) / or hemispheres, according to

(3) / meridians. (4) --------(5)

(2) to two parts' की जगह 'into two 

parts' होगा, क्योंकक divide के सार् into 

का प्रयोग ककया जाता ह।ै



9. Our Housing Society comprises of

(1)/ eight blocks and (2)/ forty eight

flats in an (3)/ area of about

thousand sq. meters. (4) --------(5)

(1) 'comprises of ' की जगह 

जसर्थ  'comprises' होगा ।

Comprises  consist 

of



10. The officer along with (1)/ his

family members was (2)/ invited

at the reception party (3)/

organized by his employers.(4)/ -

-------(5)

(3) invited at' की जगह 'invited 

to' होगा ।



11. On the time of (1)/ the launching of

(2)/ the projects, a large (3)/ crowd

has assembled. (4) --------(5)

(1) ‘On the time of ' 

की जगह ‘At the time 

of' होगा ।



12. Ram is accustomed with (1)/

sufferings and hard work (2)/ as he has

to (3)/ support a big family. (4) --------

(5)

(1) accustomed 

with' की जगह

'accustomed to' 

होगा ।



13.In that country, bureaucracy is

perceived as a group of men and

women that had arrogated to itself

power ……responsibility.

(1)Without

(2)Within

(3) into

(4) onto

(5) --------

Ans- (1)Without



14.All the employees in the company are 

entitled…….. reimbursement of medical 

expenses.

(1) Of

(2) For 

(3) On

(4) To

(5) --------

Ans (4) To 



15. Sudhir is dead but his music 

lives………..

(l) on

(2) By

(3) Through

(4) For

(5) --------

Ans- (1) on



16. I was completely…….the dark about their 

love affair.

(l) Out

(2) Within

(3) Inside

(4)In

(5) --------

Ans-(4)  in



17. If you really want to succeed, 

reckon…….your merit only.

(1) On

(2) at

(3) up

(4) with

(5) --------

Ans-(1) On



18. He prefers swimming………any other 

sport.

(1) Than

(2) over

(3) to

(4) against

(5) --------

Ans- (3) to



19. Do you know how to look…….a word in the 

dictionary?

(l) For

(2) To

(3) Upon

(4) on

(5) --------

Ans- (l) For



20. I hate sitting…….him as he always 

smells of garlic.

(1) besides

(2) at

(3) about

(4) beside

(5) --------

Ans- (4)beside



It is sad that (1)/ sohan has been

(2)/ suffering from fever (3)/

since the last ten days. (4)




